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a) Define composite materials, types, and their general characteristics?
b) What are the major ingredients of a composite material? How do they enhance

the properlies of the composite?
c) Define the interface and explain its role in strengthening the composite

materials.
d) Describe the isostress and isostrain state and w-rite the elastic stress relation

for each.

e) Cite one similality and two differences between preeipitation hardening and
dispersion strengthening.
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ai i) List four reasons why glass fibers are most commonly used for

reinforcement.
ii) \Mhy is the surfaee perfeetion of glass fibers so important?
ii) s4rat measures are taken to protect the surface of glass fibers?

b) Cite several reasons why fiberglass reinforced composites are mtilized
extensively" cite several limitations of this type of composite,

c) What are the advantages and disadvantages of shofi fiber composites?
dlA continuoi-ts and aligned glass fiber-reinforced composite consists of 40

vol.Yo of glass fibers having a modulus of elasticity of 69 GFa ancl 60 vol.Zo of
a polyester resin that, when hardened, displays a modulus of 3 "4 GFa.
i) Cornpute the modulus of elasticity of this eomposite in the longitudinal

direction.
ii) If the cross-sectional area is 250 mm2 anda stress of 50 Mpa is applied in

this longitudinal direction, compute the magnitude of the load caried by
eaeh o,f the fiber and matrix phases.

!ii) Determine the strain that is sustained by eaeh phase when the stress in the
previous part is applied.
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a) What is a Frybrid eomposite? List tw-o inaportant advantages of lrVUriA

eomposit€s over nonnal fiber composites"
hlFor a potryrner-matrix fiber-reinforced eomposite. List three funetions of the

matrix phase. Compare the desired mechanieal charaeteristics of, matriN and
fiber phases"

a) Cite two reasons why there must be a strong bond between fiber and matrix at
their interface.

e) Verify that Equatior, # = -Euvt
" F,, *ffi, the expression for the fiber load-matrix load
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a) Briefly describe putrtrusion process; cite the advantages and disadvantages.
b) Briefly deseribe fiiament winding process; eite the advantaees ancl

disadvantages.
c) Briefly describe prepreg process; oite the advantages and disadvantages.
d)Define the following: critical fiber length, noad carying capaciiy, specific

strength, specific modulus

{Feuestiom xqo" 5 {Zg Eseae.ks}
a) Briefly describe laminar eomposites, and what is ihe prime reason for

fabricating these materials?
b) (i) Briefly describe sandwich panels"

(ii) Wlrat is the prime reason for fabricating these structural eomposites?
{iii} What are the functions of the faces and the core?

c) Describe two manufacturing processes that are used for producing metal
matrix composites

d) Describe two manufaeturing processes that are used for produeing ceramie
matrix composites
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